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STRAINERS In Trumbull Hydrostatic Tank PRVs

i

Hello!
I’m a strainer used in walL  and floO r-type 

tank presS ure relief valves. You may not 

think about me very much, but I am realL y important!

My job is to keE p rock or gravel from the tank exterior from 

interfering with the seating surface. But you must remove and clean me 

periodicalL y. Otherwise, the valve can get plugG ed up and the groundwater 

won’t be able to find its way through the valVe into the tank. If that 

hapP ens, the presS ure relief valve can’t do its job by opening. Then, the 

hydrostatic presS ure of the groundwater might damage the tank’s walL  

or cause the tank to float out of its setT ing. 

When you instalL  me in a walL -type valve, please put me in the valve, 

not in the walL  pipe. If you put me in the pipe, sometimes workers 

can’t get their arms through the valve and halfway into the 

walL  pipe. OcC asionalL y, they have to remove the Valve, 

just to be able to reAch me!

I wish the engineE rs that designed 

eVEry plant would use valves that 

are easier to maintaiN. I realL y likE field 

replacEable gaskets That surR ound the body 

and cover, preventing separation from 

the valve. Plus, those soft resilient gaskets 

alL ow a betT er shutofF  on sand, silt 

and fine gravel, compared to 

iron or bronze seats.

Easy access to strainer helps prevent blockage 
of flow that could lead to structural tank damage. 
Wallpipes are frequently provided by ductile pipe 
suppliers and don't have strainers. 

The accumulation of debris on seating surfaces 
can lead to leakage from the tank. To prevent 
that condition . . . specify a valve with an 
internal strainer!

Strainer installation of 
other designs

Strainer in Trumbull 
valve is easily accessed 

for maintenance
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